


Starting your digital career is a can be complex
path, but you have made the first steps by coming

here. 
 

The first month is all about the set up and driving
new audiences to your store.

 
The first steps will before we get to creating the
ads you will require the set up of your Facebook
Business Manager Ad account and connect your
pixel to your store to allow for the data to be

transferred.
 

Once this has been completed your first month of
advertising will be with cold audiences, the idea

of this is to allow for traffic to filter through the
pixel gaining data allowing the account to

optimise.
 

The audience you create will need to be optimised
after 72 hours being lived, the idea of optimising

is to look at the data current ads at providing,
turn under preforming audiences off and create

new cold audiences to continue the growth.



The early stages is very much about learning your
audience, this can be done by creating ABO

bidding strategies within Facebook. 
 

Month 2 we will have begun to accumulate
number of sales on the account with providing a

good level of data.
 

You will continue to utilise cold audiences but
adopt these with the data the account has
provided creating lookalike audiences and
refining data in the detailed targeting, the

successful previous audiences can be increased in
budgets.



Within the second month we will also start to see a
large quantity on data in the account which has

filter through the pixel onto the store. 
 

This data will hold customer who have been onto
your website but haven’t purchases, with this

data we will look to set up retargeting campaigns
giving the customer a different leverage to

complete the purchases. 



Month 3 is growth, we will have become
confident in understanding our winning formula

(audiences and ad creatives).
 

This month we will look at growing the budgets
on the account with what have been successful, a

key thing to remember is that because we’ve
found some success with cold audiences it stops

there, creating different audiences that are
successful gives you more avenues to scale!



Please remember that this store has been
optimised to convert traffic into sales as best as

possible. 
 

We recommend that you head over to our Digital
Curriculum section in your members lounge to

begin setting your ads up. Remember that you can
always book a session if you need further help on

advertising!

If you have any issues contact us -
team@change-online.org


